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Supports a Supports a generalgeneral--purpose extensionpurpose extension of its of its 
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Conditional execution  Conditional execution  

Every instruction has a Every instruction has a 44--bit condition codebit condition code

All instructions may be executed conditionally including:All instructions may be executed conditionally including:

supervisor instructions and supervisor instructions and 

coprocessor instructions, coprocessor instructions, 

excluding Thumb instructionsexcluding Thumb instructions

31 ..  28, 27              ..                            031 ..  28, 27              ..                            0

condcond
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Every instruction has a 4Every instruction has a 4--bit condition codebit condition code

All instructions may be executed conditionally including:All instructions may be executed conditionally including:

supervisor instructions and supervisor instructions and 

coprocessor instructions, coprocessor instructions, 

excluding Thumb instructionsexcluding Thumb instructions (16(16--bit instructions)bit instructions)

31 ..  28, 27              ..                            031 ..  28, 27              ..                            0

condcond
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Conditional execution  Conditional execution  

Each instruction mnemonic may be extended by Each instruction mnemonic may be extended by 

appending two letters: EQ,NE,GE,LE,GT, ..appending two letters: EQ,NE,GE,LE,GT, ..

subgt  Ri, Ri, Rjsubgt  Ri, Ri, Rj

suble  Ri, Ri, Rjsuble  Ri, Ri, Rj

bne  loopbne  loop
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Each instruction mnemonic may be extended by Each instruction mnemonic may be extended by 

appending two letters: EQ,appending two letters: EQ,NENE,GE,LE,GT, ..,GE,LE,GT, ..

subsubgtgt Ri, Ri, RjRi, Ri, Rj

subsublele Ri, Ri, RjRi, Ri, Rj

bbnene looploop
conditional branch conditional branch 

instructioninstruction
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Conditional execution  Conditional execution  

conditional execution cuts down on the space conditional execution cuts down on the space 

available for displacement memory accessavailable for displacement memory access

avoids branch instructions for simple if statementsavoids branch instructions for simple if statements
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Conditional execution  Conditional execution  

intint gcd(gcd(intint i, i, intint j) j) 

{                         {                         

whilewhile (i!=j)(i!=j)

{ { ifif (i>j) i (i>j) i --=j;           =j;           

elseelse j j --=i; }              =i; }              

returnreturn i;                       i;                       

}}

Ri, Ri, RjRi, Ri, Rj

Rj, Rj, RiRj, Rj, Ri

Ri, RjRi, Rj

looploop

testtest

subgtsubgt

sublesuble

cmpcmp

bnebne

bb

looploop

testtest
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}}
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Multiple register transfer operation  Multiple register transfer operation  

Any subsetAny subset (or all) of the (or all) of the 16 registers16 registers visible visible 

in the current operating modein the current operating mode to be to be loadedloaded from from 

or or storedstored to to memorymemory

Used on procedure entry and return to save Used on procedure entry and return to save 

and restore workspace registers and restore workspace registers 

Useful for highUseful for high--bandwidth memory block copy bandwidth memory block copy 

routines.routines.
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in the current operating mode to be loaded from in the current operating mode to be loaded from 
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and restore workspace registers and restore workspace registers 

Useful for Useful for highhigh--bandwidthbandwidth memory memory block copyblock copy

routines.routines.
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Multiple register transfer operation  Multiple register transfer operation  

31 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        031 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        0

condcond 100100 PUSWLPUSWL RnRn register listregister list

move data move data 

instruction instruction 

operating codeoperating code
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31 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        031 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        0

condcond 100100 PUSWLPUSWL RnRn register listregister list

move data move data 

operational operational 

flagsflags
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31 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        031 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        0

condcond 100100 PPUSWLUSWL RnRn register listregister list

pre/postpre/post--indexindex
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pre/postpre/post--indexindex
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31 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        031 ..  28, 27..25, 24..20, 19..16, 15        ..        0

condcond 100100 PUPUSSWLWL RnRn register listregister list

restore PSR, force user bitrestore PSR, force user bit

up/downup/down

pre/postpre/post--indexindex
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Shifter and ALU operations  Shifter and ALU operations  

The The operand can be shiftedoperand can be shifted beforebefore being being 

processedprocessed by by ALUALU and and storedstored into a destination into a destination 

registerregister

Operations include arithmetic, logical, and Operations include arithmetic, logical, and 

registerregister--register moveregister move

i+=(j<<3) can be performed as a single i+=(j<<3) can be performed as a single 

instruction on the ARMinstruction on the ARM
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Architectural support for OS  Architectural support for OS  

coprocessor number 15coprocessor number 15

onon--chip system OS control processor controls:chip system OS control processor controls:

cache memorycache memory

memory management and protectionmemory management and protection

prepre--fetch bufferfetch buffer

branch target cachebranch target cache

system configuration signalssystem configuration signals
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MMU architecture operationsMMU architecture operations

translates virtual addressestranslates virtual addresses into into physical addressesphysical addresses

3232--bit virtual bit virtual 

addressaddress

physical physical 

addressaddress
MMUMMU

RAMRAM
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MMU architecture operationsMMU architecture operations

translates virtual addresses into physical addressestranslates virtual addresses into physical addresses

controls memory access permissions, aborting controls memory access permissions, aborting 

illegal accessesillegal accesses

illegal accessillegal accessMMUMMU

RAMRAM
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MMU architecture operationsMMU architecture operations

uses twouses two--level page table with tablelevel page table with table--walking walking 

hardwarehardware

MMUMMU

RAMRAM

page tablespage tables

diskdisk
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MMU architecture operationsMMU architecture operations

controls a controls a TLBTLB which stories which stories recently used page recently used page 

translationstranslations

MMUMMU

RAMRAM

Translation LookTranslation Look--ahead Bufferahead Buffer
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MMU architecture operationsMMU architecture operations

provides 16 domainsprovides 16 domains –– each protected from one each protected from one 

another while using another while using the same TLBthe same TLB

MMUMMU

RAMRAM

Translation LookTranslation Look--ahead Bufferahead Buffer

domaindomain

domaindomain
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Support for OSSupport for OS

Synchronization problemSynchronization problem::

mutually exclusive access to data structuremutually exclusive access to data structure

only one process can access this at any timeonly one process can access this at any time

must wait until no other process is accessing the must wait until no other process is accessing the 

datadata

need of a lock mechanism to prevent another need of a lock mechanism to prevent another 

process to access the dataprocess to access the data
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Support for OSSupport for OS

ARM architecture ARM architecture supports the synchronizationsupports the synchronization by by 

providing a providing a “swap” instruction“swap” instruction::

“swap” instruction is atomic“swap” instruction is atomic

performs test and set operationperforms test and set operation

a register is set to the “busy” value and swapped a register is set to the “busy” value and swapped 

with the memory location containing the Booleanwith the memory location containing the Boolean

if loaded value is interpreted as “free” the process if loaded value is interpreted as “free” the process 

may continue the execution; otherwise must wait by may continue the execution; otherwise must wait by 

on the lockon the lock
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ARM architecture supports the synchronization by ARM architecture supports the synchronization by 

providing a “swap” instruction:providing a “swap” instruction:

“swap” instruction is atomic“swap” instruction is atomic

performs test and set operationperforms test and set operation

a register is set to the “busy” value and swapped a register is set to the “busy” value and swapped 

with the memory location containing the Booleanwith the memory location containing the Boolean

if if loaded valueloaded value is interpreted as “is interpreted as “freefree” the ” the process process 

may continuemay continue the execution; the execution; otherwiseotherwise must waitmust wait by by 

on the on the locklock
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Context switchingContext switching

a a process runs in a contextprocess runs in a context

context state includes the values of all registers context state includes the values of all registers 

including the program counter, stack pointer, etc.including the program counter, stack pointer, etc.

when a process switch takes place the context of when a process switch takes place the context of 

the old process must be saved and that of the new the old process must be saved and that of the new 

process must be restoredprocess must be restored

ARMARM
processprocess

contextcontext
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Context switchingContext switching

a process runs in a contexta process runs in a context

context state includes the values of all registers context state includes the values of all registers 

including the program counter, stack pointer, etc.including the program counter, stack pointer, etc.

when a when a process switchprocess switch takes place the takes place the context of context of 

the old processthe old process must be must be savedsaved and that of the and that of the new new 

processprocess must be must be restoredrestored

ARMARM
processprocess

context context 

switchswitch processprocess
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Context switchingContext switching
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ARM7TDMI  ARM7TDMI  

Evolved from Evolved from first 32first 32--bit ARM corebit ARM core ARM6ARM6

3 volt implementation contains:3 volt implementation contains:

TThumb instruction sethumb instruction set

onon--chip chip DDebug supportebug support

an enhanced an enhanced MMultiplierultiplier

embedded embedded IICE hardware for breakCE hardware for break-- and watchand watch-- pointspoints
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ARM7TDMI ARM7TDMI -- pipeline pipeline 

Using a Using a 33--stage pipelinestage pipeline::

Implementation of version 4TImplementation of version 4T

fetch: instruction is fetched from memory and placed fetch: instruction is fetched from memory and placed 

in instruction pipelinein instruction pipeline

decode: instruction is decoded and datapath control decode: instruction is decoded and datapath control 

signals preparedsignals prepared

execute: register bank is read, operand shifted, ALU execute: register bank is read, operand shifted, ALU 

result generated and written back in a destination result generated and written back in a destination 

registerregister
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ARM7TDMI ARM7TDMI -- interfaces interfaces 

register bankregister bank: : two readtwo read ports and ports and one writeone write port  port  

one additional read and one additional write port for R15one additional read and one additional write port for R15

interfaces: interfaces: 

memory interfacememory interface

MMU interfaceMMU interface

coprocessor interfacecoprocessor interface

debug interfacedebug interface

JTAG interfaceJTAG interface
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ARM7TDMI ARM7TDMI -- characteristics characteristics 

process: 0,35µmprocess: 0,35µm

metal layers: 3metal layers: 3

Vdd: 3.3 VVdd: 3.3 V

core area: 2.1 mmcore area: 2.1 mm22

power: 87 mWpower: 87 mW

transistors: 74 209transistors: 74 209

clock: 0clock: 0--66 MHz66 MHz

MIPS: 60MIPS: 60

MIPS/W 690MIPS/W 690
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ARM9TDMI ARM9TDMI -- characteristics characteristics 

55--stage pipelinestage pipeline to increase clock rateto increase clock rate

uses separate instruction/data memory ports to improve uses separate instruction/data memory ports to improve 

CPI (Clock cycles Per Instruction)CPI (Clock cycles Per Instruction)

Thumb hardware instruction decodingThumb hardware instruction decoding

static branch predictionstatic branch prediction

ARM9EARM9E--S is a synthesizable version of the ARM9TDI coreS is a synthesizable version of the ARM9TDI core
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process: 0,25µmprocess: 0,25µm

metal layers: 3metal layers: 3

Vdd: 2.5 VVdd: 2.5 V

core area: 2.1 mmcore area: 2.1 mm22

power: 150 mWpower: 150 mW

transistors: 111 000transistors: 111 000

clock: 0clock: 0--200 MHz200 MHz

MIPS: 220MIPS: 220

MIPS/W 1500MIPS/W 1500
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